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In the paper by Ham et al. (2014), the method of finite spheres enriched for transient wave propagation
problems was used and a monotonic convergence of the calculated solutions with decreasing time step
size was seen. This is an important property for practical analyses and different from what is seen in tra-
ditional finite element solutions. In this paper we explicitly show and study this characteristic through a
dispersion analysis of the solutions calculated by the method of finite spheres using an implicit time inte-
gration method, the Bathe method. Another important property identified is that in uniform spatial dis-
cretizations for the problems solved, the calculated solution accuracy is almost independent of the
solution direction considered. Numerical solutions of some wave propagation problems are given to
demonstrate these attributes and show that with the schemes discussed very accurate response predic-
tions can be obtained.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In transient wave propagation problems, spatial and temporal
discretizations introduce dispersion not present in analytical solu-
tions, and hence this error is referred to as ’numerical dispersion’.
The accuracy of numerical solutions can be bad due to this disper-
sion. When applying numerical methods to wave propagation
problems, spatial and temporal discretizations should, therefore,
be chosen according to the dispersion properties of the methods
used and it is difficult to obtain accurate solutions to complex
problems.

The finite element method with direct time integrations has
been widely used to solve wave propagation problems. Consider-
able research efforts have been focused on the dispersion analysis
of finite element solutions to the wave or Helmholtz equation
[2–9]. The finite element discretization with the consistent mass
matrix in general results in a faster phase velocity than the exact
propagation velocity, while a lumped mass approximation leads
to slower phase velocity [2–5,10]. In addition, the finite element
solutions using uniform meshes show numerical anisotropy, i.e.,
the solution error depends on the direction considered although
the exact wave propagation is the same in all directions
[4–6,8–10]. The effect of temporal discretizations using various
time integration methods on solutions has also been studied
[2,3,5,9] with the error giving period elongations and amplitude
decays [11,12].

Numerous methods have been proposed to reduce the disper-
sion error of finite element solutions [5,10,13–19]. However, in
general two- and three-dimensional problems, most of these
methods suffer from numerical anisotropy and/or are complicated
to use. The higher-order finite element method such as the spectral
element method [20] can reduce the dispersion error and the
numerical anisotropy [21], but it can be difficult to solve two-
and three-dimensional problems in practical analyses.

Another approach to improve the finite element solutions of
wave propagation problems is based on trying to cancel out oppos-
ing effects. The finite element discretization with the consistent
mass matrix gives an overestimated phase velocity while the use
of the trapezoidal rule results in an underestimated phase velocity,
and it is found that the combined effect leads to a decrease in dis-
persion error [3].

The Bathe method [22,23], an implicit time integration method,
was shown to be very effective when used with bi-linear finite ele-
ments because the dissipation property of the Bathe method atten-
uates undesired high frequency waves. At optimal spatial and
temporal discretizations for single types of waves, the solutions
are almost non-dispersive but show numerical anisotropy [9].
Since the solutions of practical problems contain multiple types
of waves, e.g., longitudinal, transverse and surface waves at differ-
ent wave speeds, the optimality for all wave predictions is lost, and
all waves cannot be accurately calculated at the same time.
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Fig. 1. Uniformly distributed nodes used in the method of finite spheres: (a) one-
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Recently, the method of finite spheres [24–27], a meshless
method, was applied to transient wave propagation problems
using the Bathe method, and it was found that the method of finite
spheres enriched by trigonometric polynomials is very effective for
such problems [1]. The computational time was similar to the time
used for bi-linear finite element solutions. An interesting observa-
tion was that the solution accuracy using the method of finite
spheres increases as the time step size decreases. This result is very
important in practice because accurate solutions for multiple types
of waves can thus be obtained. Another attractive finding is that, in
uniform spatial discretizations, the numerical anisotropy was neg-
ligible in the method of finite spheres solutions. These findings in
numerical solutions suggest that the method of finite spheres
enriched by trigonometric polynomials may be more effective than
the traditional finite element method for transient wave propaga-
tion problems. However, these results were only observed in
numerical examples and were not derived from a systematical dis-
persion analysis.

The objective of this paper is to study the method of finite
spheres used with the Bathe time integration method for the solu-
tion of transient wave propagation problems. We use the Bathe
method for the temporal discretization since it has favorable dis-
persion and dissipation properties [11]. In the following, we theo-
retically derive the dispersion properties of the proposed scheme
in one- and two-dimensional analyses, and apply the method to
some wave propagation problems to illustrate the important
results.

2. Dispersion analysis

In this section, we investigate the dispersion properties of solu-
tions to the standard wave equation when using the method of
finite spheres with the Bathe time integration. We consider one-
and two-dimensional cases, but the same approach can be
extended to the three-dimensional case.

The wave equation is given as

@2u
@t2

� c2r2u ¼ 0 ð1Þ

where t is time,r2 is the Laplace operator, u is the solution variable
and c is the wave propagation velocity. In a fixed Cartesian coordi-
nate system, a basic sinusoidal plane wave solution to Eq. (1) is
given by

u ¼ Aeiðkn�x�xtÞ ð2Þ
where A is the amplitude of the wave, k is the wavenumber, n is a
unit vector in the direction of wave propagation, x is a position vec-
tor measured from the origin of the coordinate system, x is the
angular frequency and i ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1

p
. If we substitute from Eq. (2) into

Eq. (1), we obtain

c2 ¼ x
k

� �2
ð3Þ

and the analytical solution is non-dispersive.
In the method of finite spheres, the solution u is approximated

as [24–27]

uðxÞ ¼
XN
I¼1

XnI
m¼1

hImðxÞaIm ð4Þ

where N is the number of spheres used for spatial discretization, nI

is the number of local basis functions used in the sphere I, and the
shape function hIm associated with the coordinates aIm is

hImðxÞ ¼ uIðxÞpImðxÞ ð5Þ
where uI and pIm are the partition of unity function and the local
basis function which are subordinate to the sphere I, respectively.
The partition of unity function is constructed by the Shepard func-
tion [28]

uIðxÞ ¼
WIðxÞPN
J¼1WJðxÞ

ð6Þ

where we use the quartic spline function

WIðxÞ ¼ WðsIÞ;

WðsIÞ ¼ 1� 6s2I þ 8s3I � 3s4I for 0 6 sI < 1;
0 for sI P 1

(
ð7Þ

with sI ¼ kx� xIk=rI where xI and rI refer to the center position vec-
tor and the radius of the sphere I, respectively.

Then the finite sphere discretization of Eq. (1) yields

M€aþ c2Ka ¼ 0 ð8Þ

whereM, K and a are the associated ‘‘mass” and ‘‘stiffness” matrices
and the vector of unknown coefficients to be found, respectively.

Note that M is dimensionless and K has the dimension of 1=length2.
If the Bathe method is applied to Eq. (8) for temporal discretiza-

tion (see Refs. [22,23] for the detailed formulation of the Bathe
method), we obtain the discretized wave equation

72Mþ 8c2Dt2K
� �tþDt

aþ �144Mþ 5c2Dt2K
� �tþDt=2

a

þ ð72Mþ 5c2Dt2KÞta ¼ 0 ð9Þ

where Dt denotes the time step size.
For the dispersion analysis of the solution to Eq. (9), we uni-

formly distribute nodes spaced a distance Dx ¼ Dy apart and use
rI ¼ Dx for each sphere I, as shown in Fig. 1. Also, np local basis
dimensional case and (b) two-dimensional case.



Table 1
Sets of local basis functions used in the method of finite spheres; �x ¼ ðx� xIÞ=rI and �y ¼ ðy� yIÞ=rI where xI and yI are the horizontal and vertical center positions of the sphere I,
respectively; n ¼ 1;2;3.

Discretization Local basis functions in 1D Local basis functions in 2D

MFS-LIN f1; �xg f1; �x; �y; �x�yg
MFS-TRIn 1; �x; cosðp�xÞ; sinðp�xÞ; . . . ;

cosðnp�xÞ; sinðnp�xÞ
� �

1; �x; �y; �x�y;
cosðp�xÞ; sinðp�xÞ;
cosðp�yÞ; sinðp�yÞ;

cosðp�xþ p�yÞ; sinðp�xþ p�yÞ;
cosðp�x� p�yÞ; sinðp�x� p�yÞ; . . . ;

cosðnp�xÞ; sinðnp�xÞ;
cosðnp�yÞ; sinðnp�yÞ;

cosðnp�xþ np�yÞ; sinðnp�xþ np�yÞ;
cosðnp�x� np�yÞ; sinðnp�x� np�yÞ

8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>;

Fig. 2. Dispersion properties of the method of finite spheres in one-dimensional
case: MFS-LIN, MFS-TRI1, MFS-TRI2 and MFS-TRI3 discretizations.

Fig. 4. Dispersion and dissipation properties of MFS-TRI3 scheme in one-dimen-
sional case: (a) dispersion errors and (b) amplitude decays.
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functions are used in each sphere I, i.e., nI ¼ np. We then assume
the numerical sinusoidal plane wave solution to be of the form

a ¼ Aeiðkhn�xh�xhthÞ ð10Þ
where kh, xh, xh and th are the numerical wavenumber, the
numerical angular frequency, the discretized position vector and
the discretized time, respectively, and A is the amplitude vector
with the components

A ¼ ½A1;A2; . . . ;Anp ;A1;A2; . . . ;Anp ; . . .�T: ð11Þ
Note that the local basis function set in each sphere has the same
amplitude vector, i.e., the vector ½A1;A2; . . . ;Anp �T is repeated in
Eq. (11).
Fig. 3. Wavenumber spectrums and stopping bands of MFS-TRI1 and MFS-TRI2 discretizations.



Fig. 5. Propagation angle of a sinusoidal plane wave.

Fig. 7. Dispersion and dissipation properties of MFS-TRI3 scheme in two-dimen-
sional case: (a) dispersion errors and (b) amplitude decays.
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If we substitute from Eq. (10) into Eq. (9), the same block equa-
tion with np unknowns is repeated, and the n0th block equation,
which is associated with sphere n, is of the form, after canceling
the common factor,

ðDstiff � kDmassÞÂ ¼ 0 ð12Þ
where Dstiff and Dmass are the corresponding resultant matrices,

which are of order np � np, Â ¼ ½A1;A2; . . . ;Anp �T, and

k ¼ 144½1� cosðxhDt=2Þ�
CFL2Dx2½5þ 13 cosðxhDt=2Þ � i3 sinðxhDt=2Þ�

ð13Þ
Fig. 6. Dispersion properties of the method of finite spheres in two-dimensional ca
with CFL ¼ cDt=Dx. Note that xh is a complex number, the imagi-
nary part of which is related to the amplitude decay, i.e.,
se: (a) MFS-LIN, (b) MFS-TRI1, (c) MFS-TRI2 and (d) MFS-TRI3 discretizations.
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Percentage amplitude decay per Dt

¼ ð1� eImðxhDtÞÞ � 100%: ð14Þ
The existence of nontrivial solutions to Equation (12) requires

detðDstiff � kDmassÞ ¼ 0: ð15Þ

The solution of the above equation provides the relation between
the numerical wavenumber kh and the numerical angular frequency
xh depending on the CFL number, and in general the numerical
phase velocity ch ð¼ xh=khÞ is not equal to the propagation velocity
c, i.e., the numerical solution of the wave equation shows
dispersion.

To obtain the dispersion error due only to the use of the method
of finite spheres, we substitute from Eq. (10) into Eq. (8) with xh
Fig. 8. 1D impact of an elastic bar problem: problem description and spatial
discretization by finite spheres.

Fig. 9. Velocity distributions of the bar at t ¼ 1 s when decreasing the CFL number: using
replaced by x (also, th replaced by t). This procedure is equivalent
to using Eq. (15) with Dt ! 0.

The dispersion properties, of course, depend on the local basis
functions used in the method of finite spheres. In our mathematical
analysis, we study different sets of local basis functions, i.e., the
method of finite spheres with the bi-linear polynomials (MFS-
LIN) and the method of finite spheres with the bi-linear polynomi-
als and the trigonometric polynomials up to order n (MFS-TRIn,
n ¼ 1;2;3), as listed in Table 1.

2.1. Dispersion properties in 1D case

In the one-dimensional case, the matrices Dstiff and Dmass are

Dstiff ¼ Kn;n�1e�ikhDx þ Kn;n þ Kn;nþ1eikhDx ð16Þ
and

Dmass ¼ Mn;n�1e�ikhDx þMn;n þMn;nþ1eikhDx: ð17Þ
In the above equations, the stiffness matrix Kn;nþk and the mass
matrixMn;nþk are sub-matrices of the total stiffness and mass matri-
ces defined in Eq. (9), respectively, and the subscript nþ k
ðk ¼ �1;0;1Þ means the associated sphere nþ k, see Fig. 1(a).

Fig. 2 shows the dispersion error induced by the spatial dis-
cretizations only, MFS-LIN and MFS-TRIn (here, n ¼ 1;2;3), as a
function of the normalized numerical wavenumber khDx=p
(¼ Dx=ðkh=2Þ where kh is the numerical wavelength). Here, since
temporal discretization is not considered, the vertical axis is actu-
ally the ratio of the exact wavenumber k to the numerical
wavenumber kh, i.e., ch=c ¼ k=kh. Two valuable properties of the
method of finite spheres solutions are observed in Figs. 2 and 3.
First, there are stopping bands, jumps in the values of the normal-
ized numerical phase velocity, plotted as dotted vertical lines in
Figs. 2 and 3. In these bands, the corresponding numerical
wavenumber is a complex number, which means that the corre-
sponding wave modes decay. For the MFS-TRIn discretizations,
(a) MFS-LIN, (b) MFS-TRI1, (c) MFS-TRI2 and (d) MFS-TRI3 schemes, with 51 spheres.
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the magnitude of stopping bands in lower wavenumber regions
decreases as the order of trigonometric polynomials n increases.
For example, the magnitude of a stopping band corresponding to
khDx=p ¼ 2 drops to almost zero as the order n increases from 1
to 2, see Fig. 3. Second, most importantly, the MFS-TRIn discretiza-
tions have almost no dispersion for 0 6 khDx=p 6 n. In other
words, the solutions to the Helmholtz equation are very accurately
calculated by the MFS-TRIn discretizations up to the wave mode
with khDx=p ¼ n. This property is consistent with the fact that
the method of finite spheres can exactly reproduce the function
used in the basis [24].

Since the MFS-TRIn discretizations introduce negligible disper-
sion error for sinusoidal waves with khDx=p 2 ½0;n�, the dispersion
Fig. 11. Displacement distributions of the membrane along horizontal axis ðh ¼ 0oÞ at t
spheres, (b) MFS-TRI1 scheme with 31� 31 spheres, (c) MFS-TRI2 scheme with 16� 16

Fig. 10. 2D scalar wave propagation in a pre-stressed membrane: p
error of these wave modes is entirely related to the time integra-
tion method used, which is in this study the Bathe method. Fig. 4
shows the dispersion errors and the percentage amplitude decays
of wave modes with khDx=p 2 ½0;3� when using the MFS-TRI3 dis-
cretization and the Bathe method. We observe that a decrease in
the CFL number results in a decrease in both the dispersion error
and the amplitude decay, i.e., more accurate solutions. This prop-
erty implies that for wave modes with khDx=p 2 ½0;n�, the MFS-
TRIn schemes do not require an optimal CFL number which gives
the best solution, i.e., more accurate solutions are obtained mono-
tonically by decreasing the CFL number.

The wave modes with khDx=p > n are damped out in practical
analyses since in practice we do not use a very small CFL number
¼ 0:8 s when decreasing the CFL number: using (a) MFS-LIN scheme with 31� 31
spheres and (d) MFS-TRI3 scheme with 11� 11 spheres.

roblem description and spatial discretization by finite spheres.
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for these modes. Note that the amplitude decay depends on the CFL
number and the normalized numerical wavenumber and an
increase in the CFL number or in the normalized numerical
wavenumber leads to an increase in the amplitude decay, see
Fig. 4(b).
2.2. Dispersion properties in 2D case

In the two-dimensional case, we obtain

Dstiff ¼ Kn;n þ Kn;n�1e�ikhDx cos h þ Kn;nþ1eikhDx cos h

þ Kn;n�2eikhDxðcos h�sin hÞ þ Kn;nþ2eikhDxð� cos hþsin hÞ

þ Kn;n�3e�ikhDx sin h þ Kn;nþ3eikhDx sin h

þ Kn;n�4e�ikhDxðcos hþsin hÞ þ Kn;nþ4eikhDxðcos hþsin hÞ ð18Þ

and

Dmass ¼ Mn;n þMn;n�1e�ikhDx cos h þMn;nþ1eikhDx cos h

þMn;n�2eikhDxðcos h�sin hÞ þMn;nþ2eikhDxð� cos hþsin hÞ

þMn;n�3e�ikhDx sin h þMn;nþ3eikhDx sin h

þMn;n�4e�ikhDxðcos hþsin hÞ þMn;nþ4eikhDxðcos hþsin hÞ ð19Þ

where h is the angle between the direction of wave propagation and
the horizontal axis of the Cartesian coordinate system, as shown in
Fig. 5. As in the one-dimensional case, the subscript nþ k
ðk ¼ �4;�3; . . . ;3;4Þ in the above equations denotes the associated
sphere nþ k, see Fig. 1(b).

The dispersion properties of the method of finite spheres due to
the spatial discretizations only in the two-dimensional case are
very similar to those in the one-dimensional case, i.e., for the
MFS-TRIn discretizations (here, n ¼ 1;2;3), wave modes with
khDx=p 2 ½0;n� are almost non-dispersive, as shown in Fig. 6.
Another important point to note is that the numerical anisotropy
is negligible in these wave modes. This property is clearly seen in
Figs. 6 and 7 where the results of a MFS-TRIn scheme for different
angles h are approximately the same.

From the above results, it can be concluded that if Dx is chosen
such that the response is well approximated by wave modes with
khDx=p 2 ½0;n� and the contributions of wave modes with
khDx=p > n can be neglected, the MFS-TRIn schemes give more
accurate solutions with negligible numerical anisotropy as the
CFL number decreases.
Fig. 12. Displacement distributions of the membrane along various directions
ðh ¼ 0�;22:5� ;45�Þ at t ¼ 0:8 s: when using (a) MFS-TRI1 scheme with 31� 31
spheres, (b) MFS-TRI2 scheme with 16� 16 spheres and (c) MFS-TRI3 scheme with
11� 11 spheres; CFL � 0:016.
3. Numerical examples

Our objective in this section is to illustrate through numerical
examples that the solutions of wave propagation problems using
the MFS-TRIn discretizations ðn ¼ 1;2;3Þ with the Bathe method
converge to the exact analytical solutions when decreasing the
CFL number and are almost independent of the propagation direc-
tion if we choose Dx such that the wave modes with
0 6 khDx=p 6 n are sufficient to accurately approximate the
response. We first consider scalar wave propagations in one- and
two-dimensional media and then solve the Lamb’s problem [29],
where we have different types of wave propagations in a semi-
infinite elastic medium. These examples are taken from Refs.
[1,9,19].

In all numerical examples, the computational domain is suffi-
ciently large so that a wave does not reach the boundary of the
computational domain for the time considered. We do not employ,
therefore, a technique such as a perfectly matched layer [30–33] to
suppress artificially reflected waves at the boundary of the compu-
tational domain. For the discretization, like in the dispersion
analyses, we uniformly distribute spheres with rI ¼ Dx and use
the Bathe method.

The computational expense of obtaining two-dimensional sca-
lar wave solutions when using the MFS-TRIn discretizations with
the Bathe method was studied to some degree in Ref. [1] where
it was observed that for approximately the same relative error
measured in the L2 norm, the computational times used in the
MFS-TRIn schemes are close to the times used for the bi-linear
finite element solutions. The reason for this observation is that
using the MFS-TRIn schemes a relatively coarse spatial discretiza-
tion with a similar time step size can be used. The major effort in
all solution procedures then pertains to the vector forward reduc-
tions and back-substitutions in the time integrations since the
evaluations of the stiffness and mass matrices and the matrix fac-
torizations are performed only once. However, since we considered



Fig. 13. Snapshots of displacement distributions of the membrane at t ¼ 0:8 s when decreasing the CFL number: using (a) MFS-LIN scheme with 31� 31 spheres, (b) MFS-
TRI1 scheme with 31� 31 spheres, (c) MFS-TRI2 scheme with 16� 16 spheres and (d) MFS-TRI3 scheme with 11� 11 spheres.
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only the solutions of two-dimensional academic problems, a
detailed study of various cases in engineering practice, including
three-dimensional response solutions, would be valuable.

3.1. 1D impact of an elastic bar

We consider the one-dimensional wave propagation due to an
impact on an elastic semi-infinite bar, as shown in Fig. 8. The
governing equation for the displacement u of the bar is the
one-dimensional wave equation (Eq. (1) in 1D) where c ¼ 1 m/s.
All initial conditions are zero and a unit step velocity is applied
at the left end, see Fig. 8.

To solve this problem, we calculate all solutions with
Dx ¼ 0:04 m, which corresponds to the number of spheres N ¼ 51
for the computational domain V ¼ ½0;2�, see Fig. 8. Fig. 9 shows
the results obtained. We see that with the different MFS-TRIn
schemes we obtain similar results when CFL ¼ 1, and that the solu-
tions are monotonically improved when using the MFS-TRIn



Fig. 14. Displacement distributions of the membrane at t ¼ 0:9 s when using MFS-
TRI3 scheme with 55� 55 spheres: (a) displacement distributions along horizontal
axis with decreasing the CFL number, (b) displacement distributions along various
directions ðh ¼ 0�;22:5�;45�Þ when CFL � 0:016 and (c) snapshot of displacement
distributions when CFL � 0:016.

Fig. 15. The Lamb’s problem [29] - 2D wave propagation in a plane strain elastic
half-space: problem description and spatial discretization by finite spheres.
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schemes by decreasing the CFL number. Using the MFS-TRI2 and
MFS-TRI3 schemes surprisingly accurate results are obtained when
a small CFL number is used. A more accurate solution with the
MFS-TRI1 scheme can be obtained by increasing the number of
spheres, i.e. decreasing the value of Dx.

3.2. 2D scalar wave propagation

We next consider the two-dimensional scalar wave propagation
resulting from a concentrated force (a point excitation) Fc applied
at the center of a pre-stressed square membrane as described in
Fig. 10. The displacement of the membrane u is governed by the
two-dimensional wave equation (Eq. (1) in 2D) where c ¼ 1 m/s.
The membrane is initially at rest and for the computation only
the domain V ¼ ½0;1� � ½0;1� is considered, because of symmetry.
First, a Ricker wavelet is considered as the concentrated force

Fc ¼ AF ½1� 2p2f 2pðt � tsÞ2�e�p2f 2p ðt�tsÞ2 ð20Þ

where AF is the amplitude of the force, f p is the peak frequency and
ts is the time shift. In this problem, we use AF ¼ 40 m=s2, f p ¼ 5 Hz
and ts ¼ 0:25 s. The solutions are computed using the schemes MFS-
LIN with 31� 31 spheres, MFS-TRI1 with 31� 31 spheres, MFS-
TRI2 with 16� 16 spheres and MFS-TRI3 with 11� 11 spheres.
Fig. 11 shows the calculated displacements along the horizontal
axis at t ¼ 0:8 s. We observe that while the MFS-LIN scheme does
not give an accurate solution, the solutions of MFS-TRIn converge
to the exact solution as the CFL number decreases. Another impor-
tant observation is that the accuracy of these solutions is almost the
same for any angle h considered, see Figs. 12 and 13.

Next we consider the wave propagation due to a concentrated
force

Fc ¼ 1:6� 103tð0:1� tÞ for 0 6 t < 0:1;
0 for t P 0:1:

(
ð21Þ

Sincemuch higher wavemodes need now be captured to predict
the response accurately we use 55� 55 spheres for the MFS-TRI3
scheme. Fig. 14 shows the results at t ¼ 0:9 s, namely, the displace-
ment distributions along the horizontal axiswith decreasing the CFL
number, the displacement distributions along three different direc-
tions when CFL � 0:016, and the overall displacement distributions
in the computational domain when CFL � 0:016. As in the previous
case, a more accurate solution is obtained when decreasing the CFL
number and the solution accuracy is almost independent of h.

3.3. 2D elastic wave propagation

In this solution we consider two-dimensional waves propagat-
ing in a semi-infinite elastic medium in plane strain conditions



Fig. 16. Horizontal and vertical displacements of the elastic medium when using MFS-TRI3 scheme with 36� 36 spheres: (a) displacement histories at x ¼ ð640;0Þm with
decreasing the CFL number, (b) displacement histories at x ¼ ð1280;0Þm with decreasing the CFL number and (c) snapshots of displacement distributions at t ¼ 1 s when
CFL � 0:016.
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[29], as illustrated in Fig. 15. The concentrated line force located at
the free surface of the medium is a Ricker wavelet, see Equation
(20), with AF ¼ 2� 106 N/m, f p ¼ 10 Hz and ts ¼ 0:1 s. For the
material properties, we use the mass density q ¼ 2200 kg=m3,
the P-wave velocity cP ¼ 3200 m/s and the S-wave velocity
cS ¼ 1847:5 m/s, which gives the Rayleigh wave velocity
cR � 1698:6 m/s. The initial displacements and velocities are zero
and the computational domain V ¼ ½0;3200� � ½0;3200� is consid-
ered. The displacements u ¼ ½u;v �T of the medium are governed
by the Navier equations, which can be expressed in the form of
wave equations by the Helmholtz decomposition [34].

We use the MFS-TRI3 scheme with 36� 36 spheres for the solu-
tion and calculate the time step size Dt based on the P-wave veloc-
ity because then the other types of waves are also accurately
simulated, indeed more accurately. Fig. 16 shows the predicted
horizontal and vertical displacements, namely the calculated dis-
placement histories at two receivers located at x ¼ ð640;0Þm
and at x ¼ ð1280;0Þ m with decreasing the CFL number, and the
overall displacement distributions in the computational domain
at t ¼ 1 s when CFL � 0:016. As expected, the numerical solutions
of all three waves monotonically converge to the exact solutions
as the CFL number is decreased.
4. Concluding remarks

The objective in this paper was to present a study of the method
of finite spheres used with the Bathe method for time integration
in the solution of transient wave propagation problems. We ana-
lyzed the dispersion property of the method of finite spheres and
the numerical effects introduced when using the Bathe method.
We illustrated these properties through the solutions of numerical
examples. Although we considered only one- and two-dimensional
cases, the same analysis can be extended to the three-dimensional
case.

The key observation is that we can use the method of finite
spheres with the bi-linear polynomials and the trigonometric poly-
nomials as local basis functions to calculate the solution with
increasing accuracy as the CFL number is decreased. This is most
important and in contrast to the use of the traditional finite
elements. Hence very accurate solutions can be obtained when
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multiple types of waves at different speeds propagate by using the
largest wave speed to select the CFL number. Indeed any speed can
be chosen for the CFL number if it is larger than all wave speeds.
Furthermore, with the uniform sphere arrangements used, the
solutions of the problems considered in this paper were accurate
in any direction.

However, we only considered uniformly distributed spheres of
the same radius and only one time integration method. It would
be of value to investigate the performance of the method of finite
spheres when non-uniform distributions of spheres with different
radii are used and when different time integration methods are
employed. Also, three-dimensional solutions should be considered
[35]. Furthermore, a detailed study of discretizations based on cou-
pling traditional finite elements with the method of finite spheres,
as proposed in Ref. [36], for accurate dynamic analyses would be
valuable.
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